Stamps Reading Room
Library Entrance & Service Desk
The library service desk is centrally located in Stamps Reading Room and has two sides, one facing outside the Stamps Reading Room and the other side facing into the Stamps Reading Room. Upon entry into the library (from stairs or elevator), gates on either side of the service desk provide access into the Stamps Reading Room.

Reading Room: Center
Surrounding the service desk in the center of the reading room are:
- Collection highlights: rotating displays of items from our collections (on wall with windows facing service desk)
- Armchairs with side tables (facing service desk)
- Four groups of individual cubicles interspersed in the area with printers and workstations

Reading Room: East
To the right of the central area of the reading room when facing the windows is the East End of the reading room, which includes:
- Several large worktables with seating and lights
- Several groups of individual study cubicles with lights
- Armchairs with side tables and lights
- In bookcases lining perimeter of the space (in clockwise order): Reference Collection, East Serials, Current Periodicals

Reading Room: West
To the left of the central area of the reading room when facing the windows is the West End of the reading room, which includes:
- Several large worktables with seating and lights
- Several groups of individual study cubicles with lights
- Armchairs with side tables and lights
- Facing nearest set of armchairs, the HBS Art & Artifacts Book Collection
- In bookcases lining perimeter of the space (in clockwise order): Theses, Indexes, and the Core Collection
- When facing South wall without windows, two sets of doors provide access to a separate space which includes:
  - Elevator to Stacks
  - Restrooms
  - Copier and scanner
  - Emergency exit
  - Two individual study rooms
  - One conference room